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Sonoran Winds Hospice Stakeholders Symposium

Sonoran Winds Hospice, a center based in California, partnered with The Ruth
Foundation to host a symposium on the promising future of palliative and
hospice care in the Philippines. Invited guests were key leaders from hospitals,
pharmaceutical companies, hospices, and others in the healthcare business.

HIV Seminar for Patient Care

The patient care team invited over some friends from RITM (Research Institute
of Tropical Medicine) to give the TRF nurses, doctors, and home visit volunteers
an overview on HIV and AIDS in the Philippines today. Part of their lecture also
included tips on how to interact with patients struggling with these illnesses.
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ELNEC-Core at St. Luke’s Global City

Last May 26, over 50 participants joined The Ruth Foundation in a one-day
palliative and hospice care introduction course, known as ELNEC-Core, at St.
Luke’s – Global City. The day ended in a special lecture by Sonoran Winds Hospice
president & CEO AJ Ferrio.

Heal Wound Management Summit

Some of the TRF doctors and nurses attended a
wound summit at Marriott Hotel last May 26. The
summit featured updates on wound management
for pressure sores (bed sores), diabetic ulcers,
among others.

Communication Workshop with Liese Alberts

Last May 30, some staff and volunteers from Asian Hospital and Medical Center
and The Ruth Foundation attended a communication & self-care workshop with
Liese Groot-Alberts, a well-known grief therapist and international speaker.

Hopefull Magazine’s Third Issue

The third issue of Hopefull Magazine will be released sometime in the third quarter of
2016. We are still open for ad and circulation partnerships. For more information, visit
ruth.ph/hopefull.
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